
        The Mastclimber is a great system as it uses the leg muscles

to climb, allowing you to reach the masthead without being exhausted 

by the climb, and since it rides onto a static line, taut between the deck 

and the masthead, the Mastclimber prevents you from swaying away

from the mast, helplessly; even if the boat heels over making climbing 

the mast easier and safer.      The Mastclimber is simple to use for climbing the mast, its minimum 

  set up time and simple construction will ensure years of use,

  allowing you to maintain and check aloft all the standing rigging of

  your sailboat.

           Already used by thousands of satisfied customers and runners

such as Bernard Gallay, Thomas Coville, Bernard Stamm, Josh Hall,          The Mastclimber consists of 3 parts:

 Francis Joyon, Charlie Capelle, Alessandro Di Benetto…

● a bos'n's chair with back rest and one-way 

jammer

                If you already have a chair,

there is a kit: a light version without

the bos'n's chair.

                           The Mastclimber kit

   ● leg straps, with loops for the feet,

         with one-way jammer

 Mastclimber  with the bos'n's chair

Mastclimber kit without the bos'n's chair    ● and the storage bag that becomes the tools socket !

One-way jammer
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Climbing the mast and above the masthead

4 . Sit onto the bos'n's chair, 

which allows you to slide up the 

one-way jammer of the legs strap.

Repeat these operations…

…to the masthead !

2 . Sit in the bos'n's chair, adjust the harness

and slide the feet into the loops of the legs strap.

3 . Stand on the legs strap, which allows you to

slide up the one-way jammer of the bos'n's chair.

1 . Put the halyard on the deck and install the two one-way jammer


